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About Us

eLocker has developed a pioneering Bluetooth, RFID intelligent 
lock technology. The software has been developed to overcome 
the cost and frustrations associated with traditional locks and 
locker management. It is totally keyless, wireless and simple 
to use. We know that eLocker will deliver you a fast ROI.
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eLocker is valued and utilised by some of 
the largest global e-commerce companies, 
providing a reliable and secure future-proof 
locking system which uses our Bluetooth 
technology to update firmware based on 
the changing needs of your organisation.

We believe that the security, accessibility and 
management of locker systems are vital to the 
efficiency of the environment in which they 
operate. All components in our locks have been 
developed with battery life consideration. This 
means that our low energy locks will last up 
to 10 years (depending on frequency of use).

eLocker employs the most secure end-to-end 
encryption in all aspects of the system, 
using AES128 for card reading, mutual 
authentication for Bluetooth transfer and 
mutual token assurance for API calls.

After extensive research and development elocker 
are confident that we have a range of products 
that delivers unrivalled durable locker solutions.

We are offering an alternative to 
traditional expensive hard-wired 
systems at a fraction of the cost, 
this is due to our cutting-edge 
Bluetooth technology. And our 
retro-fit lock that can be fitted into 
your current locker fleet, for quick 
installation and low disruption to 
employees and business operations.
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UPLOAD
Easily upload your  

people in bulk onto the 
ELM system

INFORM
Let your staf f know 

which locker they have 
been allocated by email 

or by a print out

CLEAR OUT  
MODE

As people come and go, 
ELM helps you keep track  

of which lockers need 
clearing and maintenance

ALOCATE
Allocate 1,000’s of  

lockers at once with our 
locker alloctator tool

MANAGE
Keep track of your f leet 

on a day to day basis , 
the system keeps you 
updated at every step

Online Locker  
Management System
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Feature list

PERSONNEL UPLOAD
Easily upload people into the system using a pre-
formatted spreadsheet (a click of the mouse)

AUTO-ALLOCATION
Allocate 1000’s of staff into lockers with the click of a 
button (a click of the mouse)

AUTO-REMOVAL
As staff leave the business, easily upload a spreadsheet 
to move them into ‘clear out mode’ (one click)

SUPER FAST 
CLEARING

Lockers are cleared by security teams in a matter of 
seconds using our mobile web application. Lockers 
are ready for the next employee quickly (20 seconds 
to open and physically check the locker)

API  
INTEGRATIONS

With an open API and our development team we can 
integrate with external HR or Access control systems, 
so uploading and releasing of staff can be handled 
using an automated system. Removing the need for 
on-site handling. Automating this process reduces all 
human error and ensures your lockers stay up to date 
with your staff headcount

SYSTEM UPDATES
AS part of your ongoing support package eLm can be 
upgraded to offer new features needed in the system

 KEY AND BARREL 
MANAGEMENT

You can input key and barrel numbers and automatically 
order replacements from your supplier. 
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Staff use lockersStaff collect locker
Add people and  
allocate lockers.

eLocker contactless

RFID Tag

•  The locker is operated by an eLocker RFID tag
•  The member of staff needs a barcode on an existing 

access control or ID card
•  The staff member uses to the kiosk
•  The Kiosk issues a printed locker ticket 
•  The locker key is added to the RFID tag 
•  The tag opens the locker

There is no communication between the lock and 
system. The allocation is just added to the RFID tag.

with their RFID tagSelf service kiosk prints ticket 
for locker allocation.

This whole process takes  
less than ten seconds
Historically companies have used security staff, keys, spreadsheets and whole 
lot of time. Our system has been developed to be as easy to use as possible.

eLocker has already proven to save time and cost by our customers.

 1  2  3
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Easy Management
The simplicity in design of eLocker contactless means staff can 
be trained within an hour to use the eLocker system effectively. 
eLocker provides 24 hour monitoring and support.

Security
eLocker employs the most secure end-to-end encryption in all aspects 
of the system, using AES128 for card reading, mutual authentication for 
Bluetooth transfers and mutual token assurance for API calls.

Battery Life
All components in our locks have been developed with battery life 
consideration. This means that our low energy locks will last up to 
10 years (depending on frequency of use).

Cost / Time Saving
Our locks offer many advantages in administration,  
simplicity of use, and reduced capital expenditure.  
The average time saving is 2 hours per allocation.

2 hours x 3500 staff = 7000 hours per year...
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Personalised RFID Tag / Company ID card

•  The locker is operated by an eLocker RFID tag  
or a company ID Card

•  The member of staff needs a barcode on an  
existing access control or ID card

•  The staff member uses the kiosk and collects  
printed ticket locker allocation.

•  Staff ID is then sent by Bluetooth to the lock
•  The tag or company ID card opens the locker

With Bluetooth we can track which member of staff has  
opened a locker along with the time and date. This allows  
for full analytic tracking using the online dashboard.

This whole process takes  
less than ten seconds
eLocker Contactless Bluetooth is a revolutionary wireless locker management 
system. With wireless Bluetooth technology we are able to offer the same 
features and benefits as a hard wired locker system without the cost.

Locks communicate with the server offering time stamped tracking and 
allows you to know who has opened each locker and at what time.

Staff collect locker
Self service kiosk prints ticket 
for locker allocation.
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Add people and  
allocate lockers.

eLocker Bluetooth 1

Staff use lockers
with their RFID tag

 3Live Locker tracking 4
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Full analytics
With communication between locks and the online system, 
eLocker Bluetooth allows you to track activity carried out by 
every locker in your locker room.

Non-use notifications
Using the analytics the system can notify you if lockers have been 
allocated but not used, allowing you to give inactive lockers to a 
new employees.

Break in alarm
Using an inbuilt reed switch the Bluetooth lock can contact 
security managers and alert them if lockers are being broken 
into, notifications can be by text or email.

4 eyed opening
Our 4 eyed opening feature works by giving ‘managers’ 50% access. 
You need two managers to open a locker. This feature is especially 
useful if your site requires union representatives to be present 
when opening lockers without the member of staff present.
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•  The locker is operated by an eLocker RFID tag  
or a company ID Card

•  The member of staff needs a barcode on an  
existing access control or ID card

•  The staff member uses the kiosk and collects  
printed ticket locker allocation.

•  Staff ID is then sent by Bluetooth to the lock
•  The tag or company ID card opens the locker

With Bluetooth we can track which member of staff has 
opened a locker along with the time and date. This allows 
for full analytic tracking using the online dashboard.

 

Staff collect assets
Staff use thier access cards 
to collect assets from lockers

 2

Add people and  
allocate assets to
lockers.

eLocker Asset 1

Staff use assets 3Staff return assets 4

asset

Staff simply touch the asset
agains the lock to register it,
then thier card to open the
locker. 

Working in a busy warehouse, equipment is always being lost and misplaced. Not only does 
this lead to mean frustration and wasted time tracking down items, but it also cuts into the 
business’s productivity - and profit. 

Put an end to the hassle, with eLocker Asset. 

Personalised RFID Tag / Company ID card

Track with our live system and never lose assets again
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Technical Specifications

FEATURE DESCRIPTION MANAGER CONTACTLESS BLUETOOTH

Personnel Upload Easily upload people into the system using a pre-formatted spreadsheet (less than a second 
per person)

Auto-Allocation Allocate 1000’s of staff into lockers with the click of a button (less than a second per person)

Auto-Removal As staff leave the business, easily upload a spreadsheet to move them into ‘clear out mode' 
(less than a second per person)

Super fast clearing 
Lockers are cleared by security teams in a matter of seconds using our mobile web 
application. Lockers are ready for the next employee (and takes 20 seconds to open and 
physically check the locker)

API Integrations

With an open API and our development team can integrate with external HR or Access 
control systems, that uploading and releasing of staff can be handled using an automated 
system. Removing the need for on-site handling. Automating this process reduces all human 
error and ensures your lockers stay up to date with your staff headcount

Lost RFID Management Using eLocker contactless: the system manages lost RFID tags and allows a new RFID tag to 
be written to stop access from previous RFID tags.

Audit Trail The system keeps track of when lockers have been allocated and updated in the web system

System Updates* AS part of your ongoing support package eLm can be upgraded to offer new features needed 
in the system

Remote Locker 
allocation Manage locker allocations online and allow staff to collect lockers using the self service kiosk

Power The lock uses 3 x AA batteries; initial installation will use Energiser Ultimate lithium-ion 
batteries and will offer up to 10 years battery life passed on 8 daily openings.

System Updates AS part of your ongoing support package eLc can be upgraded to offer new features needed in 
the system

Real time clock 
The Bluetooth smart box in situ updates the built-in clock. The real-time clock allows you 
to create timebased credentials so that users can have access only within specific periods 
of time

Bluetooth Firmware 
upgrades

The lock is upgraded using 128bit mutual authentication encrypted link. Updating a locker 
room requires a single engineer on site for one day for testing.

Card reading
The lock supports: 
• ISO14443A • ISO15693 • ISO14443B • Mifare Classic / DESFire EV1 
There is also an option to upgrade to support HID cards

AES Encryption 128 byte AES encryption ensures that transmission of data from RFID tags is totally secutre

Mutual Authentication Systems use end-to-end mutual euthentication with timestamping to ensure a totally secure 
transmission of data

Roll-back The lock contains a reset button for a ‘golden image’ of the first installed firmeware to roll 
back if required

Usage The lock includes a buzzer and LED for user feedback

Full locker analytics The system allows you to track when lockers have been opened, shut and used in the system 
with full time stamping and analytucs provided through the bluetooth connection

Break In Alarm
The lock includes a magnetic reed switch which will notify the system if the lock is part of an 
attempted break-in. the notification will alert the site manager by email or text. 
There is also an option to alert the whole security team by text or email message if required.

Online Credentials The manager can add and remove locker credentials using the web system. Locks will be 
updated daily or when a user activates the lock, and it connects to the web system

Four eyed opening

Four eyed opening ensures total control of locker credentials, it means to open a locker you 
must be the main cardholder OR have 2 managers present to open the locker door. All 
actions are tracked and added to the system with timestamps so you know which managers 
opened the locker and when it occurred.

* May incur additional development cost. 
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Unit 3
Grange Farm
Sywell
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020 8798 0210
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